Lesion location and repeatable battery for the assessment of neuropsychological status performance in acute ischemic stroke.
The validity of the Repeatable Battery for the Assessment of Neuropsychological Status (RBANS) was evaluated in a sample of acute ischemic stroke patients. A total of 164 ischemic stroke patients with anterior fossa lesions were divided into groups according to lesion laterality (left, right, or bilateral) and location (cortical versus subcortical) as determined by CT and/or MRI findings. The hypotheses for this study were: (1) that left hemispheric stroke patients would perform better than their counterparts on the Visuospatial/Constructional and Attention Indexes; (2) that right hemisphere stroke patients would outperform their counterparts on the Immediate Memory, Delayed Memory, and Language Indexes; (3) that patients with subcortical lesions would outperform those with cortical lesions on the Language, Immediate Memory, and Delayed Memory indexes; and (4) that patients with cortical lesions would outperform those with subcortical lesions on the Attention and Visuospatial/Constructional Indexes. A multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) disclosed significant main effects for both lesion side and location, with no location by side interaction. Group comparisons of the five RBANS index scores disclosed modest effects for side of lesion, with right hemisphere patients outperforming those with left sided and bilateral lesions on the Immediate and Delayed Memory, and Language Index Scores. Right hemisphere stroke patients also outperformed left and bilateral lesion patients on the Attention Index. The left hemisphere patients outperformed the right hemisphere and bilateral patients on the Visuospatial/Constructional Index. The effect for location was significant only for the Visuospatial/Constructional Index where the subcortical patients outperformed the cortical patients.